
Leadership and Management 

training by PSL



What we are going to cover

• Best practice

• Leadership vs. management

• People skills

• Building high performing teams

• Dealing with challenges and resistance

• Coaching

• And much more

What you will take away

• Practical tools

• Valuable insights

• Reference materials 

• Ways to improve your performance 

and life, especially under pressure

• Techniques and tools that will enable you



Being the manager means your job is to make sure 
that the things that need to get done, get done. 

But remember you are dealing with people 

and people need looking after 
as much as direction.



Being effective as a leader

Aggression

Lack of information

Prejudice and assumptions

Threats to leader performance

Reactive communication

Bad habits

A low trust culture

Perceived power

Effective leaders

Prime their people

Guide their people

Support their people

Communicate well

Right people

Right time

Right place

Right agenda

Right way

Growing personally

Cultivating trust

Feeling valued

Collaborating

Taking ownership

Communicating well
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Enabling people

Delivering results



What follows are examples of content

but we are most interested in 

your objectives



Few managers have a clear process

one that guides their decisions

their actions and results



Tasks being delegated to a plan

Management process

Desired 

results
ConsequencesGuidelines

Leadership positionKnow when to step in

and when to step back

Let go and take intelligent 

risks 

Don’t ride out to every 

battle

Don’t comment on every 

mistake

Resources Accountability

Leadership position



Having a plan will enable you to delegate 

more effectively than without one



Food for thought



Structure cannot replace leadership



A simple way of considering 

where your capabilities come 

from.

3 systems in your mind and those 

you live and work with.

Which affect how people react.



What you feed into your mind and 

the minds of others has a 

significant effect on energy 
levels, creativity, confidence, 

flexibility, motivation, judgement, 

performance …



How do we do it?



Training that’s built 

for your business 
and people

The journey creates 

the value



o Build stronger skills.

o Gain psychological advantages, such as being more 

focused and confident.

o Ultimately perform better. 

Your employees can use our tools at any time where 

they need to prepare for something when they might be 

under pressure. 

Combining best practice and regular 
practice helps people to:



Self-confidence

Confidence comes from being prepared



Thinking about communication



Communication – what does it really mean?



Communication as a process 



Communication levels – building trust and relationships

o Keep building trust

o Keep demonstrating empathy

o Keep learning

o Keep moving higher

o Take intelligent risks



Dr Albert Mehrabian’s guide to communication

7%
Content

38%
Tone

55%
Body language

What you say is 93% less important 

than the way that you say it



Why do we need to listen

Listening is critical to the communication process

Creates a bond of respect

Increases productivity

Results in cooler heads

Increases confidence in us

Promotes accuracy

Makes us appear wiser and more competent

Makes customers feel valued rather than processed

We are not as good at it as we think

If we are doing 20% of 

the talking - it’s a sign 
that things are probably 

going well

80% of what we say 

people don’t hear. 

The percentage can 

increase and reduce 
depending on delivery, 

tone and body language

20%

80%

0%



Understanding the power of empathy and

rapport to build trust 



The power of rapport



o Feelings of commonality or comradery

o People liking people who are like them

o Physiology through the mind and body 

o Effort and preparation before approaching someone

Rapport is created by:

Useful reminders:

o 7% of what we communicate comes from words

o First impressions are more important than capabilities to start with

o Changing your physiology to match and mirror can be helpful, tone, gestures, posture, breathing, pace, thinking

o Don’t use rapport building that’s intended to serve you, be genuine



Improving communication in challenging situations - EDIT

Make it 

1. Easy to understand and do

2. Hard to misunderstand

3. Valuable to your audience

When asking or explaining

Use this is because to make it clear

Be prepared to perform

o Right people

o Right time

o Right environment

o Right agenda

o Right way

o Right outcome

Follow-up

Work to deadlines



Dealing with communication difficulties

Use silence

o How can I help you?

o What’s most important to you? 

o Is this a crazy idea? 

o What’s good about this? 

Ask intelligent questions

o This will give everyone time to think. 

o You do not have to respond instantly.

o Take a time out to gather your thoughts.

Listen

o Be careful to hear what is being said

o Take notes. Learn to ‘think in ink’

o Discuss, don’t tell.

o Take your time.

Be observant

o Notice tone and body language. 

o Ask yourself what do these tell me?

o Simple ideas work best.



Building teams



o The mind has a powerful influence on the human body, it can work against the 

interests of the body.

o When experiencing bad stress, the mind will alert the body to prepare it for danger.

o Relaxing the body can have a significant impact on reducing the effects of bad stress, 

thereby improving listening, communication, reasoning and negotiation skills (going 

to the bathroom, enjoying a cup of tea, mindful breathing ...).

o Helping groups to relax physically can have a positive impact on their abilities to work 

together and find solutions.

o Good stress energises creativity and action. Bad stress can kill it.

o People tend to be good at reading body language, so beware of what your body is 

communicating (boredom, anxiety, fear, enthusiasm, optimism, passion...)

When the mind is in a state of joy, purpose, excitement or enthusiasm (flow) 

the body will be energised.

The power of physiology



Which has the greatest impact on performance?



Circle of 

trust

Circle of 

honesty
Circle of 

influence

Circle of 

safety

Through trust and COPE individuals can 

come together, achieve congruence

and high performance.

Ownership

Commitment

Purpose

Excellence

Congruence

Trust





Guidelines for delivering feedback 

What the person does not so well

What the person does well

Undermining

ConstructiveDestructive

Helpful

Saying what the person wants to hear 

Unwanted praise

Flattery or charm

What the person does well

What is appreciated by and helpful to others

Successes

Put-downs

Insults

Non-specific criticism

Opinions without facts and evidence

What the person does badly - specifics

Failures and what can be learned

Behaviors that hinder others

Behavior that is uncomfortable

Feedback is an individual matter.

Strength of mind affects people’s ability to 

deal with perceived criticism.

What they have going on in their lives 

can affect how they will react.

Some people confuse being coached with 

being micro-managed. Teaching them the 

difference will help.

Where there’s a will there’s a way.

When people have clear goals that really 

mean something and can connect their 

feedback with these, they are more likely 

to value and use it.



PSL provides completely tailored 

management skills training

to your business, people

and goals



Phase one creating a good plan

Desired 

results
ConsequencesGuidelines Resources Accountability

The objectives 

you want to 
achieve

The training 

plan or how
Understanding of 

the investment
needed

The results you 

expect to see
and how

This approach removes risk and sets the foundations to build success upon.

The journey starts with a no cost or obligation discussion.
We are here to help.

Understanding of 

who needs to do 
what by when



Knowledge Skills Attitude



Customer service excellence training

Leadership and management training
Negotiation skills training

Sales training 

Improving people and processes

Our mission is to help people and 

businesses grow

We serve clients from the public and private 

sectors, ranging from large multinational 

organizations, departments and agencies to 

small businesses across the UK and 

internationally. 

We offer a highly flexible and inspiring approach 

to people and business development. 

Website: www.psl-uk.com

Email: enquiries@psl-uk.com

http://www.psl-uk.com/
http://psl-uk.com

